Ford 500 tail light replacement

We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Ford Five
Hundred Tail Light. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Tail Light part. Quantity Sold. Showing
1 - 4 of 4 results. Sort by:. Part Number: F Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge.
Add to cart. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Feb 10, Purchased on Jan 27, Dec 03, Ilene
VanDuyne. Purchased on Nov 19, Nov 03, The assembly arrived on time. It had a tiny chip
caused by shipping in the upper point. Even if left off it was hardly visable and it did not break
the water integrity. Nevertheless, I decided to fix it.. I glued it back on called Car parts with
before and after photos which they did not want. They handled my situation over the telephone
and after i said I was happy with the glued in place, they offered me a new assembly or a small
discount with a one year warranty on the assembly. I couldn't have expected better service.
Louis Spradlin. Purchased on Oct 12, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The job can
be even more costly if you have a high-end luxury or performance car. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. David Hobbs helped make these videos. The
center brake light, sometimes referred to as the third brake light or stoplight, on your Ford Five
Hundred lights up when you hit the brake pedal and helps prevent you from being rear ended by
the cars behind you. Be careful not to touch the bulb directly with your fingers when you
replace the center brake light bulb on your Five Hundred, touching the bulb causes the it to
burn out quicker. A burnt out center brake light bulb in your Five Hundred is an excuse for a
police officer to pull you over. Check your bulbs frequently and change burnt bulbs promptly.
Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He
has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Set the clock to the correct time. Is the clock in your car
ahead or behind? Learn how to set it here! Checking coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out
over time and need to be replaced - check 'em early and often. Change a flat tire. Learn where
your spare tire and jack are located before you need it on the side of the road. Add antifreeze.
Low coolant levels is all to common - top yours up today. See all videos for the Ford Five
Hundred. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything I have a
Mercury Montego with a bad tail light assembly. All it says to do is switch the number 5 wire to
number 2. Is this correct? Can I do this? I really need help. I cant go without my car any longer.
Jennifer answered 2 years ago. I did. And I called several. No one has a montego. In fact, Ive
talked to several mechanics that have told me I have one of the worst possible cars to get used
parts for. Even if I had found one at a junkyard it would still cost me the same if not more than
what I paid for the one I got off Ebay. I could keep trying to buy them and try them out off Ebay
but that seems a bit ridiculous, don't you think? LumpCharcoal answered 2 years ago. Did you
get anywhere? I just came across the same problem. GuruVJVP5 answered 2 years ago. Same
issue here with a Mercury Montego's tail lights. The LED tail light passenger side died over a
year ago and the drivers side is dead now so I have to do something. I stopped by a local
salvage yard today and picked up a passenger and drivers side tail light assembly out of a Ford
Five Hundred cost me 72 bones plus my time. They fit perfectly and plugged right into the
harness unfortunately everything works except for the brake lights?????? I saw the video about
changing the 5 wire to 2 but I have not tried that yet. I guess I will try tomorrow just for grins and
giggles. I sure hope that it does not fry my electrical system on this sweet Mercury Montego
with k miles valued at around bones LOL. Just searching around on the web like everyone else I
guess Maybe I will hit the Powerball tonight that will fix it Haha. Darryl answered 2 years ago.
After days of searching and trying different solutions I went back to the salvage yard and took
the SJB out of a Ford Five Hundred and installed it into my Mercury Montego this provided
proper power to the proper pins to make the tail lights work. This IS a viable solution. You just
have to make sure the donor has the same factory options as your Montego the fuse panel box
aka SJB controls almost everything on the car. It is a complete Plug and Play except you have
to reprogram your remote key fobs to match the donor SJB. That is real simple - key switch on
and off quickly 8 times when you hear the door locks cycle hit any button on the key fob and it
will be programmed to match the donor SJB. Enjoy my friends. Another tip is get the 5 digit
number off the back of the donor SJB. That will be your new code for the door button pad to
lock and unlock without the key. Like I said above the SJB controls almost everything I am very

happy to have this Tail light issue fixed, now on to the noisy Power Steering, i changed the
power steering fluid out today Mercon V transmission fluid it is nice and quiet now. Next repair
is the poorly performing AC system. I put the gauges on evacuated and refilled to proper level
and diagonsed the control valve sticking; I have a new AC compressor control valve for the
variable volume compressor ordered to fix that issue. Will be about 5 days before it comes in so
that will be next weekends project. Crash answered about a year ago. I replaced my son's
Mercury Montego passenger side brake light several times over the past few years with
junkyard units that failed within a few months. I searched the internet for weeks and months
watching every YouTube Video and reading every post looking for better options. I took a
chance and bought a Mercury Sable tail light from an auto salvage yard. I plugged it into my
son's car and it worked perfectly with no wiring changes. The next day I bought the driver's side
tail light from the same auto salvage yard and installed it. StickBaker answered about a year
ago. Dominic answered about a year ago. I'd love for someone to post before and after pics or
upload video of this mod with the stuff Crash noted. I am in the same jam with my mothers car.
Claims it was tested, we shall see. I'll report back. Everything fits perfectly. This photo is of the
first swap. I have the old drivers side LED which still works. This is the Mercury Sable tail light
assembly on the way home from the auto salvage yard. None of the 6 people working at a giant
auto salvage yard knew this swap would work. They told me I was on my own with this fix
Guru1LTJP answered about a year ago. Removed montego tail light assembly - opened sealed
light assembly. They are not serviceable units. Save yourself a huge hassle and lots of money
and simply buy the tail light assembly from a Mercury Sable and swap it out. Thanks to
everyone!!! Guru16TYV answered about a year ago. Could it be just the fuse? Are there any
wirings I need to fix or do or it's just as easy as putting it in?? Any information that could help
will truly and sincerely be appreciated. I don't know anything about cars No wiring change. The
Sable plug matches your Montego. Nearly certain you have the same LED failure that is so
common in your vehicle. A bad fuse would kill both Taillights. You could check for power at the
plug with a multimeter or plug in the working passenger side taillight on the drivers side wiring
to see if it works. Jon answered about a year ago. Hi Guys, im in the process as i type. I have an
05 montegeo and went to pull a part yesterday and bought 2- taillights. In my case i have to add
a wire to the 3 spot on the new harness and cut a wire of one of the brown legs and add the red
and white wire from the same plug to the new wire. Louis answered about a year ago. I bought
used tail lights from a mercury sable at the auto salvage and they worked well for my mercury
montego dollars for the set saved my self a lot of time and money. GuruPF answered about a
year ago. Christina answered 6 months ago. Anyone know if the , Ford Taurus tail light
assembly will connect to my Mercury Montego? It looks so similar and easier to find at junk
yards. Also just to confirm the tail light assembly from the sable does work? GuruGNZ
answered 4 months ago. I have done research for DAYS to find an alterative to having to pay for
a new I hooked up tail lights from an 05 ford five hundred to my 05 Mercury Montego.. How do I
fix that? When I press my brake pedal my brake lights flicker also by the shifter it makes a
clicking noise what could it be. My Mercury Montego , V6, 45K miles, has an oil leak. Oil coming
from the top? Some one know where the oil is coming from? What's causing the Have pushed
reset a number of times. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Non functioning Mercury
Montego tail light replaced with a Mercury Sable 08 tail light assembly? Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Mercury
Montego question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Mercury Montego Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. For speedy acceleration and smooth driver control vehicle
buyers rely on cars designed by Ford. For consumers who give high importance on
performance and solid construction, Ford is the vehicle of choice. On today's highway, you
deserve a comfortable experience along with safety and reliability; obviously you bought a
quietly powerful highway cruiser like the stylish Ford Five Hundred. It's no shock that safety
and comfort-conscious vehicle owners like you understand how to get the best bang for the
buck when looking for Ford Five Hundred parts. The Ford Five Hundred has always been a
terrific family vehicle - keep it dependable and safe for your family with the highest quality
automobile components and parts. Your fine Ford was designed with quality and skill; it needs
replacement components with a similar top level of reliability. The highway patrol requires your
vehicle to run with the required safety components, such as running lights and brake
components - eliminate traffic tickets and dangerous accidents by buying all the necessary
equipment. Tragic collisions are sometimes a fact of life operating a car or truck, but you can

reduce the chance of falling prey to a disaster just by purchasing or repairing your safety
systems like turning lights and brakes. Driving a car without a Ford Five Hundred Tail Light can
be considered unsafe and is illegal in nearly all areas. Ford Five Hundred Tail Lights frequently
integrate the purpose of stop lights and turn signals into a single element; they might have a
hazard flasher as well. Your Ford Five Hundred Tail Light is a critical safety component,
allowing increased visibility on dark roads or during inclement weather. We carry all the parts
and accessories you need to keep your car or truck running strong all year long. We share your
devotion to your Ford, so we sell only first class parts. If you want the most service from your
vehicle, you'll figure out that quality parts create outstanding performance - PartsGeek. They
are available for the following Ford Five Hundred years: , , , 07, 06, This part is also sometimes
called Ford Five Hundred Taillights. Very satisfied with the parts. The tracking was great. The
only worry I had was the quality of the boxes, they were kind of flimsy but the parts were fine.
When I first placed my ordered I was a little scared because I know how much scams happen
online. I received my tail light in less than a week! Which was awesome, also I saved money.
Before ordering from parts greek I called my local You Pull You Pay who was charging a lot
more for a used tail light that I had to pull myself. From now on I will order from Parts greek!!
Thank you guys!! Exact fit. Premium quality. The best price anywhere on the net. What more do
I need to say? Thanks PartsGeek! I am very satisfied with my order. The price beat all others for
this part and it arrived well packaged and on time. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To
Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will
issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Capa
Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts the same as the original. Product SKU:
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. The red lights located on both sides of the rear of
your car are the tail lights. These light are mainly used to warn other traffic on the road about
the presence of your car. In most cases, car owners are tempted to replace a broken or
non-functioning tail light on their own because tail lights are available cheap quite easily. The
trick is to get the lights fixed as early as possible to avoid getting stopped by the traffic patrol.
The Ford cars are known for precision engineering and passenger comfort combined with long
life. As a proud Ford owner, you are not likely to take Ford Five Hundred problems lightly, no
matter how small they are. The good news is that you can buy excellent OEM parts or
high-quality aftermarket parts, which come with manufacturer's warranty and stringent
standards. Common Causes of Non-Functioning Tail Lights The most common reasons behind
non-functioning tail lights may be loose wiring, blown bulb, or a blown fuse. Another reason
may be a road accident that leaves the lights totally mangled. In case of an accident, it is a good
idea to take the car to a mechanic to determine the extent of damage to the tail lights. If the
complete light assembly needs to be replaced, then a mechanic is the best person to install the
new assembly. If it just case of a blown fuse or a blown bulb, you can do it yourself with some
help from the car's service manual or online tutorials. You can also check Ford Five Hundred
reviews online for any possible discussion on tail lights. If you have enough experience working
with electrical circuits, fuse boxes, and light assemblies, then you can buy cheap parts online
and do the job yourself. Many times, the problem is the diagnosis, and for accurate diagnosis of
the problem, you may need professional help The Average Ford Five Hundred tail light
replacement Cost The cost provided here is an average price, based on taking individual cost
estimates from different locations in US and then calculating the mean. One assembly contains
passenger or driver side light, red lens cover, and halogen bulbs. You have to add labor
charges and local taxes to get the complete replacement cost. The actual price may vary with
the particular model, your location, and local taxes. For example, if you have model, then check
prices of " Ford Five Hundred tail light assembly" at a few online store. You Can Buy Quality
Ford Parts Online If you are confident about handling the tail light replacement project on your
own, then visit the online auto parts store known as Partsgeek. They keep a large inventory of
OEM and high-quality aftermarket parts. This auto parts reseller offers competitive prices,
friendly customer service, and prompt shipping facility to any location in the US. Read more
reviews. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Ford Five Hundred. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment
Information:. Catalog: B. Catalog: K. Vehicle Ford Five Hundred. Lens, gaskets and pads are
NOT included. Model: Fairlane Years: except wagon, no light socket. Model: Mustang Years: set
of 8. Model: Mustang Years: sold each. Seals the tail light bucket or housing to the body. Model:
Sedan Delivery Years: Model: Ranchero Years: Model: Passenger Years: trim to fit Custom
series. Model: Passenger Years: body 57, 63, 64, 58, 76, 6 pieces. Model: Passenger Years: body
70, 73, 6 pieces. Model: Retractable Years: 6 pieces. Model: Passenger Years: Model: Galaxie
Years: Model: Falcon Years: Model: Fairlane Wagon Years: Model: Fairlane Years: Model:

Fairlane Years: except wagon, gray rubber. Model: Comet Years: except wagon. Model: Mustang
Years: Model: Fairlane Years: except wagon. Model: Galaxie Years: except wagon. Model:
Cougar Years: 10 pieces. Model: Fairlane Convertible Years: body Model: Fairlane 2 Door
Hardtop Years: body Model: Fairlane 2 Door Fastback Years: body Model: Cougar Years: 8
pieces. Model: Mustang Years: except "California Special". Model: Fairlane Years: correct for
Fairlane Tail light lens are sold each, gaskets and hardware are NOT included. Model: Sedan
Delivery Years: without back-up. Model: Passenger Years: without back-up. Model: Ranchero
Years: without back-up. Model: Sedan Delivery Years: with backup. Model: Ranchero Years:
with backup. Model: Passenger Years: with backup. Model: Passenger Years: except wagon.
Model: Thunderbird Years: 4 required. Model: Galaxie Years: with backup. Model: Galaxie Years:
without backup. Model: Comet Years: Model: Thunderbird Years: Model: Comet Years: except
wagon, without backup. Model: Falcon Years: ,with backup. Model: Fairlane Years: ,with
backup. Model: Ranchero Years: ,with backup. Model: Falcon Years: without backup. Model:
Fairlane Years: without backup. Model: Ranchero Years: without backup. Model: Galaxie Years:
except or XL, without backup. Model: Galaxie XL Years: with backup. Model: Galaxie Years:
except or XL, with backup. Model: Falcon Years: with backup. Model: Custom Years: without
backup. Model: Custom Years: with backup. Model: Fairlane Years: with backup except wagon.
Model: Galaxie Years: except wagon with backup. Model: Falcon Years: with backup except
wagon. Model: Comet Years: with back-up except wagon. Model: Fairlane Years: except wagon,
with backup. Model: Cougar Years: Model: Fairlane 2 Door Fastback Years: Tail light lens look
like original, but do not have FoMoCo script. Gaskets and hardware are NOT included. Model:
Falcon Wagon Years: with out back up light. Model: Ranchero Years: with out back up light.
Model: Comet Years: LH, flat lens, except wagon. Model: Thunderbird Years: center. Model:
Fairlane Years: except wagon, with hole for back-up. These are old stock Ford lenses. Gaskets
and screws are NOT included. These are in limited supply. Model: Fairlane Years: without
backup, no chrome ring. Model: Falcon Wagon Years: round. Model: Ranchero Years: round.
This is just the chrome for the tail light lens. Model: Falcon Years: except wagon and ranchero.
Model: Falcon Wagon Years: Made out of glass with chrome bezel. Must drill tail light lens to
install. Replacement type stainless screws. Model: Sedan Delivery Years: set of 8. Model:
Ranchero Years: set of 8. Model: Passenger Years: set of 8. Model: Ranchero Years: set of 6.
Model: Passenger Years: set of 6. Seals the lens to the tail light bucket or housing. Model:
Passenger Years: set of 4. Model: Thunderbird Years: set of 4. Model: Comet Years: except "S"
and wagon, 4 pieces. Model: Fairlane Years: ,without backup. Model: Fairlane Years: with
backup. Model: Galaxie Years: body 54A, 57, 62A, 63, Model: Comet Years: except wagon, 4
pieces. Model: Falcon Years: except wagon. Model: Comet Wagon Years: Model: Thunderbird
Years: set of 6. Mounts to the tail light lens or the body. Model: Sedan Delivery Years: use on
lens without back-up. Model: Ranchero Years: use on lens without back-up. Model: Passenger
Years: use on lens without back-up. Model: Sedan Delivery Years: use on lens with backup.
Model: Ranchero Years: use on lens with backup. Model: Passenger Years: use on lens with
backup. Model: Mustang Years: satin finish. Kit includes, bezels, lenses, gaskets and hardware.
Kit includes tail light lenses with FoMoCo script, chrome tail light bezels with concours studs
and nuts, lens gaskets and tail light pads. The tail light housing to body seals are not included
C7ZZ Kits include six bezels, pads and hardware. Model: Mustang Years: except California
Special. Model: Thunderbird Years: grey rubber. Model: Mustang Years: except "California
Special", 6 pieces. Click to Close. Search Part Number. Tail Light Housing. Tail Light Housing
Spacer. Tail Light Housing Mounting Nuts. Tail Light Housing Mounting Bolt. Tail Light to Body
Pad. Tail Light Housing to Body Seal. Tail Light Door Trim. Reproduction Tail Light Lens. Tail
Light Lens. Tail Light Lens Trim. Blue Dot Lenses. Tail Light Lens Screws. Tail Light Lens
Gasket. Tail Light Bezel. Tail Light Bezel Kit. Tail Light Bezel Pad. Tail Light Bezel to Housing
Gasket. Tail Light Bezel Screws. Fits vehicles Tail Light to Body Pad Seals the tail light bucket
or housing to the body. Tail Light Lens These are old stock Ford lenses. Tail Light Lens Trim
This is just the chrome for the tail light lens. Blue Dot Lenses Made out of glass with chrome
bezel. Model: All. Tail Light Lens Screws Replacement type stainless screws. Tail Light Lens
Gasket Seals the lens to the tail light bucket or housing. Tail Light Bezel Mounts to the tail light
lens or the body. Model: Sedan Delivery Years: use on lens without back-up Model: Ranchero
Years: use on lens without back-up Model: Passenger Years: use on lens without back-up.
Model: Sedan Delivery Years: use on lens with backup Model: Ranchero Years: use on lens with
backup Model: Passenger Years: use on lens with backup. Tail Light Bezel Kit Kits include six
bezels, pads and hardware. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Tail Light part. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Sort
by:. Part Number: F Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge.
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Add to cart. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Dec 26, Extremely happy with this business.
This was exactly the part that I needed. Candace Toman. Purchased on Dec 08, Nov 03, The
assembly arrived on time. It had a tiny chip caused by shipping in the upper point. Even if left
off it was hardly visable and it did not break the water integrity. Nevertheless, I decided to fix it..
I glued it back on called Car parts with before and after photos which they did not want. They
handled my situation over the telephone and after i said I was happy with the glued in place,
they offered me a new assembly or a small discount with a one year warranty on the assembly. I
couldn't have expected better service. Louis Spradlin. Purchased on Oct 12, Sep 29, Fast and
what i wanted! Purchased on Sep 14, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

